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Abstract

Positron emission tomography (PET) is an ill-posed inverse problem and suffers high noise due to 

limited number of detected events. Prior information can be used to improve the quality of 

reconstructed PET images. Deep neural networks have also been applied to regularized image 

reconstruction. One method is to use a pretrained denoising neural network to represent the PET 

image and to perform a constrained maximum likelihood estimation. In this work, we propose to 

use a generative adversarial network (GAN) to further improve the network performance. We also 

modify the objective function to include a data-matching term on the network input. Experimental 

studies using computer-based Monte Carlo simulations and real patient datasets demonstrate that 

the proposed method leads to noticeable improvements over the kernel-based and U-Net-based 

regularization methods in terms of lesion contrast recovery versus background noise trade-offs.

Keywords

Positron emission tomography; convolutional neural network; iterative reconstruction; generative 
adversarial network; kernel-based reconstruction; self-attention

1. Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a functional imaging modality that provides in vivo 
visualization of biochemical processes in the body (Cherry et al. 2012). However, PET 

images suffer from high noise due to the ill-posed nature of tomographic image 

reconstruction and low counting statistics of PET data.

In the early 1980s, maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithms 

(Shepp and Vardi 1982, Lange et al. 1984) were proposed for PET reconstruction. However, 

maximum-likelihood (ML) methods suffered from excessive noise propagation from the 

measurements. To overcome this limitation, regularized image reconstruction methods 
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(Mumcuoglu et al. 1994, Fessler 1994, Qi et al. 1999, Qi and Leahy 2000) were introduced 

to improve image quality. Regularization functions usually model prior information about 

PET images. For instance, the quadratic smoothness prior (Silverman et al. 1990) is used to 

encourage image voxels to be similar to their neighbours, but it tends to produce blurry 

images as it heavily penalizes edges in images. Non-quadratic priors (Nuyts et al. 2002, Ahn 

and Leahy 2008, Wang and Qi 2012) were proposed to preserve sharp edges. Although these 

image priors have proven to be useful, they are based on heuristically designed models 

which may not capture true prior information about PET image characteristics. An 

alternative is to find the appropriate signal models by learning from existing images. One 

example is the dictionary learning based image reconstruction approach (Xu et al. 2012, 

Chen et al. 2015). A set of over-complete basis functions or a dictionary could be learned 

either from existing images or adaptively during image reconstruction. Those models have 

been used to reconstruct images from low-dose or limited-view data. Another kind of 

learning-based regularization is the kernel method, which exploits prior information from 

co-registered anatomical images or dynamic PET scans (Wang and Qi 2015, Hutchcroft et 

al. 2016, Gong, Cheng-Liao, Wang, Chen, Catana and Qi 2018). Unfortunately, the kernel 

method cannot be applied to static PET image reconstruction when there is no patient-

specific prior information available.

Over the past several years, machine learning (Jordan and Mitchell 2015), and especially the 

use of deep neural networks (LeCun et al. 2015), has dramatically improved the state-of-the-

art in visual object recognition, object detection, and many other domains. These successes 

attracted tremendous attention and led to an explosion of research in the application of 

machine learning to medical image reconstruction (Wang et al. 2018, Ravishankar et al. 

2019, Gong et al. 2020). Besides post-processing reconstructed images (Xu et al. 2017, 

Gong et al. 2019b), there are several ways in which deep neural networks (DNN) can be 

applied to image reconstruction, including direct inversion (Zhu et al. 2018, Häggström et al. 

2019), image regularization (Kim et al. 2018, Wu et al. 2017), and network unrolling (which 

unrolls an iterative image reconstruction algorithm into a layer-wise structure and replaces 

certain components by neural networks) (Gregor and LeCun 2010, Sun et al. 2016). The 

approach of using a deep image prior (Ulyanov et al. 2018) has also been applied to PET 

reconstruction, where the image is regularized by the network structure and the network 

training is performed during the image reconstruction using the patient data alone (Gong, 

Catana, Qi and Li 2018, Cui et al. 2019, Hashimoto et al. 2019). To incorporate prior 

information from existing high-quality PET images, here we focus on the network-

constrained image reconstruction method (Baikejiang et al. 2018, Gong et al. 2019a), where 

a denoising convolutional neural network (CNN), trained by high-quality images, is used to 

represent feasible PET images in a constrained maximum likelihood reconstruction 

framework. This approach can be considered as an extension of the kernel representation 

and dictionary learning methods. Since DNNs have higher capacity in representing PET 

images than simple penalty functions and patch-based dictionaries, it is expected that DNN-

based regularization can improve PET image quality. Previously, we used a convolutional 

neural network (CNN) in network-constrained PET image reconstruction and demonstrated 

improved performance compared to a standalone, deep learning-based denoising method 

Gong et al. (2019a). However, training a CNN generally requires a large amount of training 
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images. Furthermore, the simple loss functions that we had used previously, including the 

mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE), tend to produce blurry images 

(Mardani et al. 2019).

To address these issues, we propose to replace the original network with a generative 

adversarial network (GAN) (Goodfellow et al. 2014), which has achieved great success in 

various image generation tasks since its introduction. We can view GAN as a learned loss 

function that could in principal, perform previously unattainable tasks. By introducing the 

adversarial loss, GAN can produce denoised images that resemble high-count PET images 

more closely than denoised results using a CNN. We also introduce an extra likelihood 

function that encourages the network input to be similar to the unregularized ML 

reconstruction so that the output of the GAN is always based on a noisy PET image, in a 

spirit similar to the conditional GAN (Mirza and Osindero 2014). Preliminary results of this 

work were previously presented at the 2019 International Meeting on Fully Three-

Dimensional Image Reconstruction in Radiology and Nuclear Medicine (Xie et al. 2019). 

This paper includes substantial new results with quantitative evaluations using computer-

based Monte Carlo simulations and real patient datasets from two different PET scanners 

and compares the results with the kernel-based and CNN-based iterative reconstruction 

methods.

2. Methods

2.1. Formulation and optimization

PET data are well modeled as a collection of independent Poisson random variables. For M 
number of lines of response (LOR) and N number of image voxels, a typical PET imaging 

model could be expressed in the following matrix form:

y = Px + s + r, (1)

where y ∈ ℝM × 1 is the expectation vector for PET data, x ∈ ℝN × 1 is the unknown 

radioactive tracer distribution, and P ∈ ℝM × N is the detection probability matrix with the 

(i, j)th element pij being the probability of detecting a photon pair produced in voxel j by 

LOR i. s ∈ ℝM × 1 and r ∈ ℝM × 1 denote the expectations of scattered and random 

coincidences, respectively. The log-likelihood function for y can be written as

L(y ∣ x) = ∑
i = 1

M
yi log yi − yi − log yi! . (2)

The maximum likelihood estimate of the unknown image x is then given by:

x = argmax
x ≥ 0

L(y ∣ x) . (3)

To improve the image quality and reduce noise, we use a pre-trained DNN to constrain the 

unknown PET image to the output range of the DNN (Gong et al. 2019a):
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x = f(α), (4)

where f :ℝN × 1 ℝN × 1 denotes the DNN and α denotes the noisy input to the neural 

network. The network was trained by using MLEM reconstructions of low-count data as 

inputs and MLEM reconstructions of high-count data as labels. In the original paper (Gong 

et al. 2019a), the PET image was estimated by solving the following constrained maximum 

likelihood estimation problem:

x = argmax
x ≥ 0

L(y ∣ Px + s + r),  s . t . ,  x = f(α) . (5)

Since the network input α is updated during the image reconstruction process, if that 

updated input does not match the noise level of the training images, there is a risk of not 

being able to recover the high-quality image by the network. To address this issue, we 

modify the objective function to include a data-match term on the network input and solve 

the following constrained optimization problem:

x = argmax
x ≥ 0

ηL(y ∣ Pα + s + r)) + L(y ∣ Px + s + r)) ,  s . t .  , x = f(α), (6)

where η is a weighting factor that balances the two terms. The first term in the objective 

function encourages the network input α to match the projection data via the likelihood 

function. For this reason, we expect α to have a noise level similar to those in the training 

images. When we set η to 0, the modified objective function and the whole optimization 

process simplifies to the previous method (Gong et al. 2019a).

We use the augmented Lagrangian approach for the constrained optimization problem in (6):

Lρ = ηL(y ∣ Pα + s + r) + L(y ∣ Px + s + r) − ρ
2 x − f(α) + μ 2 + ρ

2 μ 2, (7)

which can be maximized by the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) (Boyd 

et al. 2011) in three steps:

xn + 1 = argmax
x

L(y ∣ Px + s + r) − ρ
2 x − f αn + μn 2, (8)

αn + 1 = argmax
α

ηL(y ∣ Pα + s + r) − ρ
2‖f(α) − xn + 1 + μn 2, (9)

μn + 1 = μn + xn + 1 − f αn + 1 . (10)

The second step in (9) can be further split it into two steps:

βn + 1 = argmax
β

ηL(y ∣ Pβ + s + r) − γ
2 β − αn − dn 2, (11)
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αn + 1 = argmin
α

ρ
2 xn + 1 − f(α) + μn 2 + γ

2 βn + 1 − α − dn 2, (12)

dn + 1 = dn + αn + 1 − βn + 1 . (13)

We solve equations (8) and (11) by the MAP-EM algorithm and equation (12) by a gradient 

ascent algorithm. The final update equations for pixel j are

xj
n + 1 = 1

2 f αn j − μjn − pj
ρ − f αn j − μjn − pj

ρ
2

+
4xj, EM

n + 1 pj
ρ , (14)

βj
n + 1 = 1

2 αjn + dj
n − η pj

γ − αjn + dj
n − η pj

γ
2

+ η4βj, EM
n + 1 pj

γ , (15)

αj
n + 1 = αjn − S ∑

m = 1

N ∂f αn m
∂αj

ρ xmn + 1 + μmn − f αn m + γ βj
n + 1 − αjn − dj

n , (16)

dj
n + 1 = dj

n + αj
n + 1 − βj

n + 1, (17)

μj
n + 1 = μjn + xj

n + 1 − f αn + 1 j, (18)

where pj = ∑i = 1
M Pij, xj, EM

n + 1  and βj, EM
n + 1  are obtained by the MLEM update as

xj, EM
n + 1 =

xjn

pj
∑
t = 1

M pijyi
∑j = 1

N pijxjn + si + ri
, (19)

βj, EM
n + 1 = βj

n

pj
∑
i = 1

M pijyi
∑j = 1

N pijβj
n + si + ri

, (20)

and S = 0.01 is the step size. When η = 0, the optimization is the same as the one given in 

(Gong et al. 2019a).

2.2. The GAN Network

We propose a GAN network to replace the U-Net used previously (Gong et al. 2019a). Fig. 

1(a) shows the structure of the GAN network. The input of the network consists of five 

consecutive slices of 128×128 low-count PET images and the output is a 128×128 denoised 

image corresponding to the middle slice of the input. The GAN network contains a 

generator, denoted by G, and a discriminator, denoted by D. The generator is trained to 

produce low-noise PET images that cannot be distinguished from real high-count PET 
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images by the discriminator. We further include a self-attention module in the GAN 

framework (Zhang et al. 2018). The insertion of the self-attention gate follows the strategy 

proposed by Zhang et al. (Zhang et al. 2018). The self-attention module calculates response 

at a position as a weighted sum of the features at all positions, which enables the generator 

and the discriminator to efficiently model long range dependencies across the image region. 

Similar to the non-local means filter, models trained with a self-attention module implicitly 

learn to suppress irrelevant regions in an input image while highlighting salient features. 

Previous studies show that either U-net (Oktay et al. 2018) or GAN (Zhang et al. 2018) can 

benefit from a self-attention module. Readers are referred to references (Zhang et al. 2018, 

Oktay et al. 2018) for more information on the attention mechanism.

The training loss functions for the generator and discriminator are given by:

LG = G(α) − x 2 + λlbce(D(G(α)), 1) (21)

LD = lbce(D(x), 1) + lbce(D(G(α)), 0) (22)

where α and x denote the low and high count images, respectively, lbce is the binary cross-

entropy loss function (Wolterink et al. 2017), and λ is a weighting parameter. As shown in 

(21), a linear combination of adversarial losses and L2 loss is used to update the generator 

model so that the generator is trained to not only fool the discriminator but also make the 

expected output close to the target images.

The network of self-attention GAN (SAGAN) was in implemented in Tensorflow 1.6 and 

trained on an NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU. To improve the convergence of the network 

training, we pre-trained the generator for 100 epochs using the L2 loss function alone and 

then started the alternate training of the generator and discriminator. In order to choose the 

proper epoch number, the L2 losses of the training and validation datasets for each epoch 

were saved and are shown in Fig. 1 (b). For this specific dataset, we can see that the training 

loss was decreasing while the validation loss started to increase after 100 iterations. Note 

that training loss also slightly increases after 200 epochs because of the update of the 

discriminator. Considering the validation loss, the network trained by 100 epochs was saved 

for deployment. The trained network was used either as a denoising network (SAGAN-Den) 

or in the iterative reconstruction with either η = 0 (SAGAN-Iter-E0) and η = 0.5 (SAGAN-

Iter-E0.5). The value of η = 0.5 was chosen empirically by balancing the two terms in the 

objective function in (6). Influence of different η values are discussed in Section 4.5.

3. Experimental evaluations

3.1. Simulation Study

Computer simulated data were first used to evaluate the proposed method following the 

same procedure described in (Gong et al. 2019a). The simulation modeled the geometry of a 

GE 690 scanner (Bettinardi et al. 2011). Twenty XCAT phantoms (Segars et al. 2010) with 

different organ sizes and genders were simulated. Eighteen phantoms were used for training, 

one was used for validation and one for testing. The image matrix size was 128×128×49 
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with 3.27 × 3.27 × 3.27 mm3 voxels. For the training data, thirty hot spheres with diameters 

ranging from 12.8 mm to 22.1 mm were inserted in the lung region. For the test phantom, 

two lesions with diameter 12.8 mm were inserted. The time activity curves of different 

tissues were generated using kinetic parameters mimicking 18F-FDG scan. The values of the 

parameters are given in (Gong et al. 2019a). The neural network was trained with low-count 

reconstructions (4-min scans) as input and high-count reconstructions (40-min scans) as 

labels. For quantitative comparisons, contrast recovery (CR) for inserted lesions vs. the 

background standard deviation (STD) curves were plotted. The CR was computed as

CR = 1
R ∑

r = 1

R l r

l true (23)

where R = 10 is the number of realizations, l r is the uptake of the lung lesion in realization r, 

and l ture is true value of lesion uptake. The background STD was computed as

STD = 1
Kb

∑
k = 1

Kb 1
R − 1 ∑r = 1

R br, k − bk
2

bk
, bk = 1/R ∑

r = 1

R
br, k (24)

where br,k is the average value of the kth background ROI in the rth realization and Kb is the 

number of background ROIs in each image. Twenty 2D circular ROIs with a diameter of 

16.4 mm were manually drawn in the uniform liver region across different axial slices to 

calculate the background STD values. The two-tailed paired t-test was used to examine the 

statistical significance of the noise reduction at matched CR levels.

3.2. Real patient study

Real patient datasets were acquired from two TOF-PET/CT scanners, a GE Discovery 690 

(Bettinardi et al. 2011) (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) and Canon Celesteion 

(Kaneta et al. 2017) (Canon Medical Corporation, Tochigi, Japan).

3.2.1. Hybrid lesion dataset—Six female patients with breast cancer received one-

hour 18F-FDG dynamic scans on the GE PET/CT scanner covering the thorax region. The 

injected activity ranged from 190 to 410 MBq and the body weights ranged from 45 to 112 

(72.1±20.7) kg. Five of the datasets were used for training and one was reserved for testing. 

High-count data were obtained using the portion of the events from 20 to 60 minutes post 

injection and low-count data were generated by randomly down-sampling the high-count 

data to 1/10th events. For each training subject, ten realizations of the low-count datasets 

were generated by resampling the high-count data to increase the training data size. For each 

realization, additional data transformations including one random image translation and one 

rotation were used. The distribution of the horizontal and vertical translation offsets was 

uniform between −20 and 20 pixels. The rotation angle was uniformly distributed between 0 

and 90 degrees clockwise. For the test subject, five realizations of the low-count datasets 

were generated to evaluate the noise performance. The low-count datasets were 

reconstructed using the ML-EM algorithm with 20, 30, and 50 iterations to account for 

different noise levels. The high-count dataset was reconstructed using the ML-EM algorithm 
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with 50 iterations. The matrix size for the reconstructed images was 180 × 180 × 49 with a 

voxel size of 3.27 × 3.27 × 3.27 mm3.

For quantitative comparisons, spherical lesions were manually inserted into the validation 

data, but not into the training data. The inserted lesions were 13.1 mm and 16.4 mm in 

diameter and shared the same time activity curve (TAC) with a real breast lesion. Lesion CR 

vs. the background STD curves were plotted. Twenty 2D circular ROIs with a diameter of 

16.4 mm were manually drawn in the liver region across different axial slices to calculate the 

background STD values.

3.2.2. Lung cancer dataset—The lung cancer dataset consisted of seven 18F-FDG 

patient scans acquired over two bed positions with 50% overlap. Each bed position was 

scanned for 14 min. The injected activity ranged from 160 to 250 MBq and the body weights 

of seven male patients ranged from 45 to 74 (62.1±8.8) kg. Five datasets were used for 

training, one for validation, and one for testing. The 14-min scans were used as the high-

count dataset and the low-count dataset was obtained by down-sampling the high-count data 

to 1/7th of the events. The same data augmentation and reconstruction procedures described 

above were used. The matrix size for the reconstructed images was 272 × 272 × 141 with a 

voxel size of 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm3. Background ROIs were chosen in the liver region to 

calculate the STD. Since true lesion uptakes in real patient datasets were not known, we 

computed lesion contrast values instead of CR in the quantitative analysis. Lesion contrast is 

defined as:

Lesion contrast = 1
R ∑

r = 1

R l r
br

(25)

where, l r and br are the mean uptake of the lung lesion and the liver ROI in realization r 

respectively. Twenty 2D circular ROIs with a diameter of 16.4 mm were manually drawn in 

the uniform liver region across mutliple axial planes based on high-count PET images.

3.3. Reference Methods

We compared the proposed method with the kernel based reconstruction (Wang and Qi 

2015) and the iterative CNN method published previously (Gong et al. 2019a). For the 

kernel based reconstruction, we used either the dynamic PET or CT image to generate the 

kernel matrix using the radial Gaussian kernel. Before feature extraction, both PET and CT 

images were normalized so that the image standard variation was 1.

For the dynamic PET kernel, each one-hour long dynamic PET dataset was rebinned into 

three twenty-minute frames and reconstructed using the MLEM algorithm to extract the 

feature vectors:

fi
PET = x1

rebin
i, x2

rebin
i, x3

rebin
i . (26)

where xm
rebin, m = 1,2,3, are the three reconstructed images. Then the kernel matrix K was 

calculated by
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KPET (i, j) = exp − fi
PET − fj

PET 2

2Nf
PETσ2 , (27)

where σ2 is the variance of the feature images and Nf
PET  is the number of voxels in the 

dynamic PET feature vector. This method is referred to as KEMPET.

For CT guided kernel reconstruction, we generated the kernel matrix by

KCT (i, j) = exp −
μi − μj 2

2Nf
CTσ2 . (28)

where μi is a local patch centered at voxel i from the co-registered CT image and Nf
CT  is the 

number of voxels in the patch. This method is referred to as KEMCT.

In this paper, a 3×3×3 local patch was extracted for each voxel to form the feature vectors. 

Nf
PET  and Nf

CT  were 81 and 27, respectively. For efficient computation, all kernel matrices 

were constructed using a k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) search (Gong, Cheng-Liao, Wang, 

Chen, Catana and Qi 2018) in a 7×7×7 search window with k = 30. As shown in previous 

publications (Hutchcroft et al. 2016, Gong, Cheng-Liao, Wang, Chen, Catana and Qi 2018), 

the kernel-based method can achieve better image quality compared to MLEM with and 

without post-reconstruction denoising in low-count PET reconstructions.

For the iterative CNN method, we use the same U-Net structure shown in Fig. 1 (a), but 

without the attention gate. The network was trained using the same training data and the 

trained network was used either as a denoising network (Unet-Den) or in the iterative 

reconstruction (Unet-Iter).

4. Results

4.1. Simulation data

Fig. 2 shows, from top to bottom, transverse, coronal, and sagittal views of different 

reconstructed images. Comparing Figures 2 (b) and (c), we can see that the tumors in the 

lung region have higher contrast in the SAGAN denoised image than in the Gaussian filtered 

image. Myocardium boundary inside the heart is also sharper and more continuous in the 

SAGAN denoised image. Similar improvement patterns can also be seen between Fig. 2(b) 

and Fig. 2(d).

From the CR vs. STD curves shown in Fig. 3, we can see that the proposed iterative 

reconstruction with the SAGAN outperforms all the other methods with the highest CR at 

any matched STD level. At a matched CR level of 0.7, SAGAN-Iter-E0.5 result has 

significantly lower noise in the liver background than both SAGAN-Iter-E0 and Unet-Iter-E0 

results with the associated p-values of p = 0.020 and p = 0.0061, respectively. We can also 

see that denoising performance of the SAGAN is better than the original U-Net, although the 
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difference in the iterative reconstructions is much reduced. Including the new data term 

(SAGAN-Iter-E0.5) also improves the lesion CR slightly over the case with η = 0.

4.2. Hybrid lesion data

Fig. 4 shows transverse, coronal, and sagittal views of different reconstructed images. The 

CR vs. STD curves are shown in Fig. 5 (a). In comparison, MLEM has the worst 

performance and the SAGAN based iterative method holds the best CR-STD trade-off 

among all the methods. After introducing the extra data term (η = 0.5), SAGAN-iterative-

Eta0.5 converges faster and achieves a slightly better performance than the case with η = 0 

(SAGAN-iterative-Eta0). Moreover, compared with the denoising approaches, integrating 

the neural networks in the iterative reconstruction framework takes the data consistency into 

consideration and can recover more image details. Also while the directly denoised images 

by the U-Net and SAGAN have quite different CR for the lung lesion, the regularized 

reconstruction methods using the two networks respectively obtained similar contrast 

recovery. Finally, Fig. 5 (b) demonstrates the proposed SAGAN-regularized reconstruction 

can achieve similar or better performance than the two kernel methods without using any 

patient specific prior information.

4.3. Lung cancer patient data

Fig. 6 shows the reconstructed images and Fig. 7 shows the lesion contrast vs. STD curves 

for the lung cancer test dataset. Comparing the different denoising methods, we can see that 

the tumors in the lung region have higher contrast in the SAGAN denoised image (Fig. 6 (c)) 

than in the Gaussian filtered image (Fig. 6 (b)). Moreover, SAGAN produces higher lesion 

contrast and has higher levels of noise tolerance than the U-net as shown in Fig. 7. Similar to 

the results of hybrid lesion data, we also find that the tumor contrasts are higher in the 

network-regularized reconstructions compared to their denoising counterparts. Integrating 

DNNs in the reconstruction also reduces the difference between U-Net and SAGAN in terms 

of CR. From Fig. 7, we can see that the extra data term (η = 0.5) provides a slight 

improvement in lesion contrast, although the benefit is smaller in this dataset.

4.4. Computation time

For deep learning based methods, the main computational cost comes from the training 

stage. Although the training is done on GPUs, it is still time-consuming. For the hybrid 

lesion dataset, which contains 6,125 slices of 2D images, the training times of the U-net and 

proposed SAGAN are 1.6 min and 3.8 min per epoch, respectively. The kernel-based 

methods (KEMCT and KEMPET) do not require a training phase, but they took 8 min to 

build a patient specific kernel matrix. Once the network is trained offline, the deep learning 

based methods are much more efficient than KEMCT or KEMPET in terms of the model 

building time for a new patient. For reconstruction, the average execution times (CPU mode) 

of each iteration of MLEM, KEMCT/KEMPET, SAGAN-Iter-E0/Unet-Iter-E0, and 

SAGAN-Iter-E0.5 were 0.65, 0.7, 0.81 and 0.9 min, respectively, for the hybrid lesion 

dataset. The major computation time is in the forward and back projection operations, which 

used a precomputed system matrix based on multi-ray tracing to model the crystal 

penetration effect (Huesman et al. 2000). The reconstruction time can be accelerated by 

using a factored system matrix (Zhou and Qi 2011, 2014). Another time consuming part is 
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the switching between the image update, which was implemented in Matlab, and the deep 

network update, which was implemented in Tensorflow. This can be avoided by 

implementing the forward and back projections in Tensorflow in the future.

4.5. Effect of η value

Based on the generative adversarial network, we proposed a framework for including a soft 

constraint on the network input during PET reconstruction. To investigate the effect of the 

soft constraint, we plotted the log-likelihood of the network input in Fig. 8. We can see that 

L(y|Pα + s + r) of SAGAN-iterative-Eta0 is decreasing over iterations, meaning that the 

noise level of the network input is unlikely to match that of the training images at the same 

iteration. In this case, the pre-trained network may generate undesirable outputs. After 

adding the soft constraint, an increase of L(y|Pα + s + r) can be observed for SAGAN-

iterative-Eta0.5. It shows that the additional data term can help reduce the difference 

between the network inputs during reconstruction and training. Therefore, including the 

extra term in the SAGAN iterative reconstruction is highly recommended, even though the 

improvement is small in some test cases. Additionally, it shows that a larger η value results 

in a higher value of L(y|Pα + s + r) at later iterations, but also a lower value of L(y|Px + s + 

r). To balance these two terms, we empirically chose η = 0.5 in this study.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we applied GAN to regularized PET image reconstruction. Previously, 

researchers had focused on using GAN to synthesize high quality medical images or directly 

denoised images (Yang et al. 2017, 2018, Ouyang et al. 2019). Our experimental results 

showed that the SAGAN outperformed the previous network, U-Net, in the datasets under 

comparison. One reason for the improvement is that MSE and MAE loss functions used in 

the previous network tend to produce blurry images. As an alternative, perceptual loss 

(feature loss in high dimensional space) (Johnson et al. 2016) can be used to enhance the 

image appearance. Similarly, structural similarity loss can suppress the over-smoothing 

behavior. Different levels of features can be chosen to determine whether they focus on local 

information such as edges, mid-level features such as textures or high-level features 

corresponding to global information. By incorporating perceptual loss, the network may 

have the potential to generate more realistic textures and details. However, it remains unclear 

how to select feature loss. In comparison, adversarial loss is a divergence-like measure 

between the true data distribution and the data distribution produced by the generator. The 

adversarial model encourages the generator outputs to be statistically indistinguishable from 

ground truth and does not require an explicit perception model.

Furthermore, the proposed SAGAN-regularized reconstruction can achieve better STD 

performance compared with two kernel methods without requiring a dynamic scan or CT 

images. In the hybrid data set, we artificially inserted tumors in both CT and PET images. 

Due to the perfect registration between PET and CT, KEMCT shows the highest CR. 

However, perfect registration is not possible in practice and CT and PET images may not 

have the same lesion boundaries. Therefore the proposed SAGAN regularized 
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reconstruction, which does not require any patient specific prior information, is more 

promising.

Finally, the limitation of the 2D convolution layers we used in the SAGAN should be 

noticed. Since the SAGAN inevitably requires more GPU memory than the U-Net, we 

implemented 2D convolutions instead of 3D convolutions that we had used in previous work 

(Gong et al. 2019a). In the coronal or sagittal views of Fig. 6, some axial artifacts can be 

noticed in the arm region, even though we used five adjacent transaxial slices as the network 

input. It is possible to mitigate the axial artifacts and further improve the performance by 

using 3D CNN-based networks, which we will explore in the future.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a SAGAN-regularized PET image reconstruction method. 

Compared with the kernel methods, the new method does not require any patient specific 

prior information and uses only the population training pairs. Evaluations using computer 

simulations and real datasets indicate that the SAGAN-based regularization improves image 

quality and produces a better lesion CR vs. background STD trade-off curve than existing 

methods, including EM reconstruction with Gaussian filtering, kernel-based reconstruction 

and U-Net-regularized iterative reconstruction.
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Figure 1: 
(a) The schematic of the self-attention GAN with U-net structure. (b) The training and 

validation mean square errors.
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Figure 2: 
Reconstructed low-count images using different methods for the simulated test data set. The 

bold caption denotes our proposed method.
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Figure 3: 
The contrast recovery versus standard derivation curves using different methods for the 

simulated test data set.
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Figure 4: 
Reconstructed low-count images using different methods for the hybrid lesion test dataset. 

The bold caption denotes our proposed method.
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Figure 5: 
The contrast recovery versus standard derivation curves using different methods for the 

hybrid lesion test dataset.(a) The comparison between the SAGAN and U-net structures. (b) 

The comparison between SAGAN-based and kernel-based reconstruction.
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Figure 6: 
Reconstructed low-counts images using different methods for the lung cancer test dataset. 

The bold caption denotes our proposed method.
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Figure 7: 
The contrast versus standard derivation curves using different methods for the lung cancer 

test dataset.
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Figure 8: 
The effect of parameter η on the log-likelihood.
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